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Summary

To implement seamless mobility inside an integrated, multiple (e.g., GPRS/WiFi) access system, a vertical

handover policy has to be devised. This is usually done at the mobile terminal, allowing it to be customized from an

end-user’s perspective, in order to fit individual needs/preferences. We propose a new approach in taking vertical

handover decisions, which are not anymore exclusively based on the knowledge of the available access networks ’

characteristics but also on higher level parameters which fall in the transport and application layers. To this extent,

in this paper a model has been realized and simulations have been run in order to evaluate the impact of the vertical

handover and its frequency on a set of typical user’s network applications/services. We also take into account the

user preferences in terms of cost and quality of service. We believe this approach reflects the optimal settings from

the user’s point of view with regard to his running services and applications. Our aim is to understand how to define

a metric to be used in order to devise a solution which should try to balance the overall cost of vertical handovers

with the actual benefits they bring to actual user’s networking needs. This way, each mobile user could

autonomously apply the handover decision policy, which is more convenient to his specific needs. Copyright #

2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction

The Fourth Generation (4G) networks concept sup-

ports wide-band data and telecom services for mobile

users roaming across multiple, wireless and wired,

integrated access networks. Basically, the purpose is

that of combining all the existing heterogeneous

wireless networks into a single, interoperable system,

being IP protocol the ‘glue’ between the set of under-

lying radio access and physical layers. Within this

overall scenario, it is foreseeable that many access

technologies, even with very diverse profiles (in terms

of bandwidth, latency, security, etc.) will often be

available in overlapping areas. Users will also be

equipped with terminals capable of multiple access

interfaces, or provided with a dynamically reconfigur-

able access interface [7], allowing them to seamlessly

take advantage of more than just one physical access

connection, even at the same time. Particularly,

in the context of overlapping, heterogeneous, access

networks, specific strategies must be devised to

control the triggering of ‘vertical’ handovers [10],
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between the available access networks, which affect

the overall performance of application sessions

running on the mobile user’s device. Also, fast hand-

over procedures are needed to meet the application’s

requirements. In fact, the handover latency may

heavily affect the continuity of application sessions

(let us think about the strong delay requirements

imposed by real-time applications).

In this context, current literature is focused on

optimizing vertical handovers from the network-level

point of view only [8,4]. In contrast, the specific

design of vertical handover policy may deeply impact

on the performance of the user applications at the

user’s terminal. As an example, a triggering policy

which simply switches to any ‘better’ (e.g., lower

latency) access network as soon as it is available,

could disappoint the user with possibly frequent con-

nection discontinuities and, depending on the running

applications (e.g., non real-time), would not necessa-

rily improve the performance. Other non-network-

level parameters and variables, such as the available

connection’s cost, the user’s mobility pattern, the kind

of the applications running on the mobile terminal,

should be accounted for when considering what is

‘better’ in overall from the end user point of view.

In this paper, we modeled a possible 4G-network

scenario and performed some simulation work to

assess the impact of vertical handovers on the main

kinds of IP-based application flows.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we

give an overview of the handover protocols. In Section

3 the concept of ‘cost’ of vertical handovers, from the

point of view of the transport and the application

layers, is introduced. Section 4 presents the proposal

of a user-centric middleware architecture. In Section 5

we describe a model of interworking between WLAN

and GPRS, in which simulations, whose results are

presented in Section 6, have been carried out. In

Section 7 the implementation of a real wireless mobi-

lity framework is described. Finally, Section 8 con-

cludes our work.

2. Handover Management Approaches

It is common agreement in the scientific community

that handover process complexity will still increase as

we move from 3G to 4G systems, which are even

more integrated with data networks than their pre-

decessors. The need for augmented knowledge

about context in the MH is considered the key to

enable scenarios of seamless connectivity to highly

integrated heterogeneous wireless networks. In

References [15,16], examples of policy-based solu-

tions involving 2.5G, 3G, and 4G systems integrated

with wireless data networks are presented, which

build around a policy-based scheme. In accordance

with our vision, they show that a flexible MCHO

policy-based approach is a light weight solution

appropriate for future mobile devices.

A classification of the different approaches to hand-

over management can been made, based on the entity

that is in charge of controlling the handover proce-

dures [12]. It is then possible to mention three main

types of handover managements,

� Network controlled handover (NCHO)

� Mobile assisted handover (MAHO)

� Mobile controlled (policy-based) handover (MCHO)

The first type is known as the centralized approach,

as there is one single logical entity (the network)

controlling handovers for all the users. As the hand-

over decision making process moves to a decentra-

lized approach (i.e., moving from NCHO to MCHO),

handover latency decreases, but the quantity of con-

text information available to perform a handover

decision decreases also.

In an NCHO protocol, the network triggers hand-

overs typically comparing the received signal strength

(RSS) from all the MH measured at a number of base

stations (BSs). In this scenario, a network entity is in

charge of managing every optimal handover decision

for all the MHs. These are usually optimized to load-

balance the overall network and maximize call-admis-

sion probability of each network cell. This network

entity itself is a bottleneck, thus, this type of handover

is not suitable for a high density of users or a rapidly

changing environment due to the associated unpre-

dictable delays. NCHO is used in first-generation

analog systems such as total access communications

system (TACS), and nordic mobile telephone (NMT).

In MAHO distributed handover decision processes,

the MH makes measurements, and the network makes

decision. The network gathers information from all of

the MHs, and accordingly schedules the handovers.

Second generation mobile systems, like GSM, employ

this handover approach.

In MCHO, despite the MH is completely in control

of the handover process, it still implements a purely

network-level-based policy, build to minimize hand-

over latencies for high mobility inside micro-cellular

systems. The MH does not have any information

about the signal quality of other users. The MH
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measures the signal strengths from surrounding BSs

and interference levels on all channels, since handover

must not cause interference, and simply triggers

handover to the stronger BS available. This type of

uncontrolled behavior may lead to the well-known

ping-pong problem (i.e., MH wasting energy looping

back and forth between two BSs) MCHO is the

highest degree of handover decentralization.

To summarize, handover decentralization allows

for faster handover decisions, and does not burden

the network, but handovers policies are very simple

and based on a very narrow ‘view’ about network

status. Centralized handover decision processes allow

complex resources optimization strategies to be ap-

plied on the whole network, but while complexity

increases, performance decreases. On the contrary,

handover decentralization (i.e., MCHO) has the dis-

advantage of being based only on small local-context

information. This makes harder, if not impossible, for

example to implement in the MH smart handover

decision strategies that take into account also for the

status of our cell (or surrounding cells) neighbors. In

order to do that, active support by the network,

providing ‘extended’ status information to the MH,

would be required.

According to the MCHO strategy, every MH auton-

omously decides, for its own convenience, when and

to which BS to trigger the handover. But of course, the

sum of every single MH’s convenience will hardly

result in an efficient global network resources man-

agement. There is not a central entity that helps

distribute the traffic across the network when conges-

tion is about to occur. Thus, in general the main

disadvantage of MCHO strategies is that the overall

resource management is not under the direct control

of the network operator and, what is worse, nor by

anyone.

For this reason, NCHO strategies are the most

convenient, at least from the network operator’s per-

spective. These considerations apply to scenarios in

which the MHs roam within the same administrative

domain, or between domains owned by the same

network operator. The scenarios and the issues

addressed in this work are somewhat different, since

they contemplate not only different access technolo-

gies, but also different network operators owning the

domains traversed by the MHs.

Let us think about one single administrative

domain, in which the operator offers to their custo-

mers two different wireless accesses (e.g., GPRS and

WLAN). The considerations regarding the NCHO still

applies, even though the resource management task is

more challenging due to the presence of two hetero-

geneous wireless access technologies. The manage-

ment of the vertical handovers between the two

networks can be carried on by the network operator

according to resource management criteria. But, in the

more general case of two heterogeneous wireless

access networks (say Net1 and Net2) owned by two

different network operators (say Op1 and Op2), things

get more complicated. If the case that Op1 and Op2
have signed roaming agreements, and yet the NCHO

is employed, the vertical handover strategy agreed by

the two operators might disappoint their customers. In

the case that Op1 and Op2 are competitors, and there-

fore do not cooperate for the vertical handover pro-

cess, from the network point of view a vertical

handover is nothing but the termination of a call in

one of the two networks and the origination of a new

call in the other network, rather than a transfer of the

call between the two networks. In both the depicted

cases, we argue that either NCHO strategies could be

disappointing for the customers.

To conclude, we observe that a policy-based hand-

over strategy is the best fit to maximize user’s satis-

faction, which in a heterogeneous, multi-access, and

multi-vendor mobile network environment should be

considered as the first priority. Thus, it should involve

the users’ preferences and the current application-

level networking needs as one force driving the hand-

over decision process. On the other hand, if this would

be actively supported by the access networks, by

letting the MH easily gain relevant network status

data, this cooperation would also allow for applying

wise (e.g., load-balancing) overall resources manage-

ment across the network.

In a mid-way scenario that we assume in the

remaining work, access network operators still prefer

the NCHO approach inside their controlled domains,

but it is possible to leverage from a MCHO strategy

across overlapping domains, applying policy-based

decision algorithms at least to ‘vertical’ handovers,

that is, handovers between two or more different and

overlapping access networks.

3. The Cost of Vertical Handovers
(Vertical Handover Policies)

The overall, network-level cost of performing a

vertical handover between two types of access sys-

tems could be expressed in terms of the latency and

bandwidth gaps between the two. Also, the location

update latency imposed by the installed IP mobility
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manager (e.g., MIP [9]) has to be considered as an

additional delay. What we now have asked instead is:

how can we measure how this vertical handover will

influence the behavior of running applications? In

other words, what is the application-level cost of the

very same network layer vertical handover, which

may be very diverse depending on how it will impact

on the application and the protocol it uses to manage

end-to-end data flows (UDP, TCP, RTP, HTTP, FTP,

etc.).

Thus, we shift the focus from the network layer to

the transport and above layers. Of course, techniques

can be devised to make vertical handovers as seamless

as possible to this point of view. It is a matter of fact

that a vertical handover to/from a different wireless

network causes changes in the connection throughput

and end-to-end RTT (round trip time), and frequent

fluctuations of the connection parameters may affect

negatively the performances of the application ses-

sions running on the mobile user’s device.

As a consequence, it may be argued that the final

effectiveness of a vertical handover policy should

have to be valued over the whole length of a mobile

user’s work session, and from a higher-level point

of view. Obviously, the ideally optimal schedule of

vertical handovers cannot be exactly computed unless

the running applications, the access networks topol-

ogy and the user’s movement pattern inside it are all

well known beforehand. By the way, it is possible to

use abstract modeling to derive a more generally

applicable, near optimal, solution.

4. An Architecture to Support the
User Preferences

Providing 4G mobile users with the capability to

seamlessly and conveniently keep their active work

sessions across a network of multiple, possibly over-

lapping, heterogeneous radio access technologies,

requires as a fundamental step to define what ‘best

connected’ means at the user-level, that is, from their

personal point of view. We argue that this user-level

definition of what is ‘best’ in such context may not be

universally and statically determined. In contrast, it is

a dynamic concept strictly related to many factors

including:

� the attributes characterizing the current set of

applications the mobile user is running in his

mobile-terminal (let’s call it the ‘running applica-

tions profile’);

� the attributes characterizing the access conditions

offered by the set of locally available radio

networks (the ‘available access profiles’);

� the overall network topology;

� the user’s movement pattern.

Despite all of the above mentioned (except for the

last one) are somewhat network-resource usage related

attributes, the user-level ‘settings’ may reflect also

strong implications outside the purely functional do-

main, that is, the cost. In fact, private companies are

willing to profit from their offer of 4G access networks

and services, which will thus have significant fees

associated to their usage. As a consequence, money

should be one of the key parameter driving user-level

optimization of commercial networks’ resource usage.

To summarize, we argue that a 4G mobile user should

be able to use his terminal to dynamically evaluate

locally offered network services (access/data) and

optimize functional (performance of running applica-

tions) and nonfunctional (cost of services) require-

ments according to his specific needs. In this section,

we propose a possible framework architecture for the

deployment of a ABC system [5,6].

4.1. Overview

In Figure 1 the complete stack of layers of our

envisioned architecture is shown. It is intended to

run in a mobile host having, at the lower-level, multi-

ple-network physical interfaces. No changes at the IP

Fig. 1. (1) Interaction between the user and his user’s profile;
(2) The user preferences as an input to the network selection
process; (3) The feedback to the user applications; (4) The
selection of the wireless network; (5) The data from the
networks as an input to the network selection process; (6)

The monitoring of the available networks.
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and transport-layer protocols are required, insuring

perfect compatibility with current Internet standards.

Our architecture just adds a extra software layer over

the transport layer interface, in order to implement

and provide the user-centric handover policy feature

up to the context of user-space network applications.

The internals of this software layer are structured in

three main submodules whose:

� networking module, in charge of wireless access

network detection and monitoring.

� Profile management module, in charge of letting the

user get/set the details of his mobile networking

preferences on the base of (1) the collected info

about cost/benefits of available access services, (2)

his current application’s networking requirements

and (3) his free will.

� Core module, which is in charge of correctly

applying the user specified policy about wireless

access network selection and consequent applica-

tion session management.

In the following, a description of each functional

block is given, with particular emphasis given to the

profile management module.

4.2. Wireless Access Network Detection
and Monitoring

The detection and the monitoring of the wireless

access networks visited by the end user while roaming

is one of the most challenging problem to be faced.

The network monitoring module is in charge of inter-

facing to all the network cards that the user terminal is

supplied with, and continuously gathering informa-

tion about the availability and the reliability of the

different wireless access channels. A mechanism is

needed to collect the heterogeneous information from

the different networks and uniform them (for instance,

by means of normalizing procedures). Furthermore,

other network relevant data can be collected at this

stage. The network operator might want to provide

some useful information concerning its brand, the

actual bandwidth occupancy, the level of network

QoS that can be supplied at that moment to that user

(e.g., in terms of bandwidth availability and packet

delay), the coverage area granted by that specific

wireless access point.

4.3. User Profile Management

One of the main ideas that drove us throughout the

design of the middleware is giving the end user as

much control as possible on the selection of the

wireless network that best meets his preferences. In

our opinion, user satisfaction [14] is to be taken in

great account when trying to enable the concept of

‘always best connectivity’. The perception of ‘best’

connectivity changes from user-to-user, and strictly

depends on the relative value that the user gives to one

aspect of the connectivity with respect to another. The

user profile management module gives the user the

chance to statically specify his own preferences, and

dynamically modify them whenever he needs. The

preferences are locally stored (i.e., in the terminal

device’s memory, or in the USIM), and its manage-

ment does not involve any remote interaction. For

instance, the user might wish to (1) save on the

connection cost by preferring, when available, the

networks whose connection costs are lower, according

to the fares of the contracts that he has subscribed to;

unavoidably, this strategy would reduce the number

of accessible networks, and definitely no guarantee is

given about the sessions’ continuity (application ses-

sions might be abruptly broken down because no

connection is available according to the user prefer-

ences); (2) guarantee his ongoing application sessions

as much as possible, no matter the connection costs;

(3) find some compromise between cost savings and

sessions’ continuity; (4) specify the set of applications

that must be preserved in the case that the network

performances degrade (e.g., because of an handover);

(5) specify whether some applications must be alerted

whenever the network conditions change. The net-

work selection process is given access to these pre-

ferences that, together with the data collected from the

network, are used to make the ‘best’ network choice.

It is worth noting that a network selection (i.e., an

handover to a different network) can be performed

not only because of the sudden unavailability of the

currently accessed network, but also because the latter

no more meets the actual preferences expressed by the

user.

4.4. Wireless Access Network Selection and
Application Session Management

This is the core policy module. The network selection

process module was in charge of continuously mon-

itoring the networks. To this end, data revealing the

actual status-condition of the available networks was

periodically retrieved form the network-detection

module. The core module will combine such data

with the ones retrieved form the user profile. Depend-

ing on whether the QoS expressed by the user in his
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preferences can be sustained by the current network

conditions, a change of the current network can be

triggered, by selecting the next from the available

ones, or some applications might be alerted to let them

accordingly adapt to the new network conditions.

In the first case, the new network will be selected

according to the user’s need (as specified in the user

profile), and in particular the one that guarantees a

reliable connection support will be chosen (according

to the data gathered from the each network interface).

In the second case, a feed back of the changed

network conditions is provided to some applications

that the user wishes to preserve. On their turn, the

applications will try to adjust their parameters, so that

a minimum functionality is granted as specified by the

user. Let us focus on the following scenario. Suppose

that the user is accessing a network providing him

with a good connection in terms of available band-

width. He decides to run an adaptable video stream

session, and sets the parameters of the service accord-

ingly to the high bandwidth that he is given (e.g., high

frame and bit rate, full color, etc . . . .). Suddenly the

current network conditions vary in such a way that the

current session can no more be sustained. According

to the user preferences, two different solutions are

possible: (1) the client-side video stream application

is alerted about the changed network conditions, so

that a downgrading in the application parameters is

imposed (e.g., the frame and bit rate might be low-

ered, the audio suppressed, etc . . . .); (2) a new net-

work is looked up, able to sustain the current

application session, either in full mode (high frame

and bit rate) or in half mode (low frame and bit rate),

depending, once again, on the user convenience.

5. Model Description

We have developed a model implementing a subset of

the requirements for the interworking between

WLAN and GPRS. A MIP-like distributed mobility

protocol has been designed and integrated in the

model to support the roaming of mobile hosts

(MHs) in the WLAN and in the GPRS domain. A

cellular IP (CIP) [3] derived protocol is used to take

care of micro-movements management. In particular,

an hysteresis-based strategy has been conceived for

horizontal handovers triggering.

The protocol does not deal with authentication or

security issues. Rather, it focuses on the support of the

continuity of MHs ongoing transport sessions while it

changes wireless access due to its frequent move-

ments. Smart strategies have been devised to handle

both horizontal and vertical handovers, aiming at

guaranteeing the MHs ongoing connections against

sudden disruptions due to the MHs crossing the

boundaries of adjacent radio covered regions. No

matter whether the MH traverses the boundary of

regions served by homogeneous or heterogeneous

wireless access points, the protocol is in charge of

scheduling the time for triggering the handover, based

on the assessment of the MH future movements and

on the evaluation of the wireless channels’ conditions.

According to Reference [10], we refer to a WiFi-to-

GPRS handover as an upward vertical handover; such

an handover is in general triggered when the MH

moves out of reach from a narrow-coverage (but

broadband) network while already inside an over-

laying wide-coverage (and narrowband) network.

The common upward vertical handover strategy is

very straightforward. Beacon packets from every

available WiFi access points (APs) are constantly

monitored, with particular attention to the ones col-

lected by the AP that is currently serving the MH.

Whenever the signal strength level of these beacons

falls below a given threshold, meaning that the current

radio signal is going to be lost, a new AP is chosen,

among the monitored ones, in order to handover to it

all MH ongoing sessions (in this case, an horizontal

handover would be triggered). If none is available, or

their radio signal strength is too weak, an upward

vertical handover is triggered to the GPRS network.

The MH data connections might be heavily affected

by this kind of vertical handover, since (by definition)

it is just the consequence of a lack of connectivity

(radio ‘silence’) experienced by the MH, whose hand-

ling over to the wide-coverage network is not im-

mediate but requires also another, so called, handover

latency. Conversely, we refer to a downward vertical

handover when the MH leaves a wide-coverage

network to move to a narrower one (GPRS-to-WiFi

handover).

Triggering of this kind of vertical handover is

usually not a need, as was the previous case, but just

an opportunity. As a consequence, it is less disruptive

than the previous, given that the MH, during the

handover phase, can keep its ongoing connections

alive in the overlaying network until the handover

procedure has been completed. Let us now assume

that the MH is currently accessing the GPRS network,

and that the MH is approaching a region covered by a

WiFi AP.

In our model, the following threshold-based stra-

tegy is adopted to schedule the time for a downward
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vertical handover. As soon as the MH senses the first

beacon from the WiFi-network card that it is equipped

with, a timer is started. The average signal strength of

the received beacons (ARSS) is monitored until the

timer expires. At expiration time the signal’s ARSS is

checked against a given value Th, representing the

strength level that the ARSS at least has to equal in

order for the signal to be assessed reliable. The greater

Th, the harder for a signal to be evaluated reliable.

The purpose of this scheme is to filter out all the

weak and intermittent signals coming from nearby

WiFi APs, thus avoiding unnecessary downward

vertical handovers that might result in further heavy

sessions’ disruptions. In fact, if at a given time a

downward vertical handover were performed to a

WiFi AP, whose fading radio signal soon revealed

too weak to support the MH connection, a new upward

vertical handover should immediately be triggered to

divert the MH communication sessions back to the

GPRS network. In such scenario, given the higher

handover latency time needed to complete an upward

vertical handover, the well know ping-pong effect is

even more disruptive than in scenarios where only

horizontal handovers occur.

Simulations have been carried out in a NS2 [13]

model that we have developed. The MH moves within

a large area according to the well known mobility

scheme named ‘random walking model’; the pattern

of the MH movements have been generated being the

parameters max-speed set to 20m/s and the pause

time set to 0 s. Several 802.11 APs have been placed in

such a way to ensure islands covered by radio signal to

the roaming MH. The transmission power of the APs

has been set up to a value that guarantees overlapping

areas of radio signals. Furthermore, regions not cov-

ered by any radio signal (‘holes’) have been inten-

tionally left in between radio-covered islands. In such

holes the MH will take profit of the overlaying GPRS

network.

6. Simulation Results

6.1. Used Traffic Models

In Reference [11] a classification of the traffic running

over the Internet is given. Elastic traffic includes TCB-

based applications like Telnet, FTP, P2P file sharing,

e-mail, and Web browsing. Even though reliability

is a crucial QoS parameter for these application,

throughput may be considered as performance metric

as well. Inelastic traffic is generated by real-time

services (voice and video) and, in general, by all the

data services to which both timing and throughput

are relevant parameters in order to meet the QoS

requirements.

As far as the elastic traffic is concerned, a further

classification can be introduced, based upon the level

of user interactivity imposed by the semantics of

each application. The transfer of a long-sized file, as

well as the downloading of an e-mail with a big

attachment, generates long-lived TCP transmissions

with no interaction from the user. Conversely, appli-

cations like Web browsing and Telnet envisage a tight

user interaction but generate a lot of short-lived TCP

transmissions.

The inelastic traffic category enumerates applica-

tions like VoIP, MPEG, and H.263 video sources.

Given the strict timing requirements, they reside on

top of the UDP transport layer and usually generate

transmissions at constant or variable bit rate. In the

proposed analysis we make an effort to cover all the

categories of Internet traffic, by employing several

traffic source models.

6.2. Performance and Metrics

Let Sm be the minimum signal strength level in order

for a packet to be correctly sensed by the MH when it

roams in a WiFi domain. For each category of simula-

tion, several simulations (each one lasting 900 s) will

be run, respectively setting Th to different values. In

particular, one simulation will be run by setting the

threshold to such a value that the MH will never

abandon the GPRS connection (let us call this con-

servative setting ‘connection-safe’). Another simula-

tion is run by instructing the handover algorithm to

search for just WiFi access points, even if that means

that the MH will experience ‘black-outs’ in its con-

nections (let us call this settings ‘bandwidth greedy’).

Other simulations are run by setting the Th to values

1.1� Sm, 1.4� Sm, and 10� Sm, respectively. A com-

plete set of simulations is thus run, ranging from the

most connection-conservative configuration to the

most bandwidth-greedy. Results will show how vary-

ing the Th affects in different ways the performance of

the running applications.

We can monitor the performance of the TCP-based

applications by observing how fast the number se-

quencing of the TCP segments increases and/or how

big is the amount of transferred packets. At the end of

a simulation, the greater the sequence number (or, the

bigger the amount of downloaded bytes), the better the

performance of the TCP. As far as the UDP-based
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applications are concerned, the relevant metrics that

we will monitor are the total number of lost packets

and the packet delay as a function of the time. In order

for UPD to show good performance, both the packet

loss and the fluctuation’s rate of the end-to-end packet

delay are to be kept as low as possible.

6.3. TCP-Based Simulations

6.3.1. FTP session

The first group of simulations is focused on the study

of the dynamics of the TCP protocol, during vertical

handovers, when a file transfer is going on both

upwards (from WiFi to GPRS) and downwards

(GPRS to WiFi) between the MH and a corresponding

host (CH) in the Internet. The FTP session is set up to

start at time t¼ 1.0 s, and lasts until the end of the

simulation: it is a typical, non-interactive, long-lived

TCP transmission. In Figure 2, the sequence number’s

progression of the TCP segments received by the CH

is plotted for different configurations of handover

threshold. In the figure, each curve has a variable

slope in time, depending on the current accessed

network. In particular, when the MH is accessing

the GPRS network, the curve’s slope keeps low:

actually in this phase the high end-to-end delay

imposed by the channel limits the growth of the

TCP number sequencing (i.e., the TCP sender’s con-

gestion window imposing the flow control increases

very slowly). Conversely, when the MH switches to

the WiFi network, the TCP re-estimates the end-to-

end link delay and the transmission rate increases.

Figure 2 for almost each simulation clearly shows a

long permanence of the MH within the GPRS network

from time t¼ 300 s to t¼ 600 s.

The simulation with the best performance is the one

with Th¼ 1.1� Sm. We notice that its performance

does not differ much from that with ‘bandwidth-

greedy’ (BG) settings. Even if the latter experiences

long ‘black-out’ periods, the TCP protocol is, how-

ever, able to greatly evolve whenever the WiFi access

is available (thanks to the higher bandwidth and the

lower end-to-end delay). Conversely, the simulation

with ‘connection-safe’ (CS) settings does not experi-

ence connection blackouts, but can only benefit from a

connection with limited bandwidth and a high end-to-

end delay (the GPRS one).

We can conclude that for long-lived TCP transmis-

sions (like, for instance, a file transfer), ‘bandwidth-

greedy’ handover strategies seems to give better per-

formance. For this kind of transmissions it is more

advisable to profit of a connection with high band-

width and low end-to-end delay, even if intermittent,

rather than a permanent connection but ‘poor’ in terms

of bandwidth and end-to-end delay.

6.3.2. Http session

In this set of simulations an http session is started

between the MH (the http client) and the CH (the http

server). The client’s page request generation process

follows the Pareto distribution model. This model has

been used in order to simulate the typical behavior of

the user that browses the Web: a new page request is

issued after the relevant information contained in the

previously downloaded page has been read by the

user. The average time spent by the user to read a page

(i.e., the average Toff in the Pareto distribution) is set

to 15 s, while the average web page size is set to 8Kb.

Obviously, the resulting Ton is variable, since it

depends on the size of the page (whose average is

fixed to 8 kb) and on the transfer rate of the page itself

(which of course strongly depends on the network

currently accessed by the user).

The traffic model that is being simulated is of short-

lived type, and a loose-user interaction is observed.

With respect to the FTP simulation, instead of a single

long TCP session, several short TCP sessions will be

started. In Figure 3, the total amount of the down-

loaded traffic for each simulation is shown.

Once again, the best performance is obtained by

setting Th¼ 1.1� Sm. This time, the simulation with

BG settings shows the worst performance, while the

one with CS settings is not greatly penalized as it

was in the FTP simulation. The http-traffic model, in

fact, generates short-lived TCP connections. The

application does not greatly benefit from the higher
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bandwidth available in the WiFi domain, given that

the most of time is spent by the user to read the

downloaded page, whilst the connection is exploited

for a very little fraction of time. That is, why the

simulation in which the MH has a permanent connec-

tion to the GPRS network performs better than the

simulation in which the MH connects only to the WiFi

network. In fact, in the latter, from time t¼ 270 s to

time t¼ 620 s the MH connection gets stuck because

of the WiFi black-outs (i.e., the MH is out of the range

of any WiFi access point), while the former can

benefit from the GPRS connection.

The conclusion that we draw is that the connec-

tion parameters (the bandwidth and the end-to-end

delay) have a lower influence on the overall per-

formance when short-lived TCP transmissions are

considered.

6.3.3. Telnet session

We describe the results that we obtained by simulating

a telnet session. The considered traffic model resem-

bles the one of http sessions. The user, in fact, inter-

acts with his terminal, but this kind of interaction is

tighter than the one observed for the Web-browsing

session. Furthermore, the size of the packets ex-

changed between the telnet client program and the

server one are much smaller than those exchanged in

http sessions. We refer to this kind of traffic as a very

short lived one with tight-user interaction. In Figure 4

the measured performance for each simulation is

reported. All the simulations, except the one with

BG settings, seems to show almost equal perfor-

mance. Once again, the strategy of searching at any

cost for the WiFi access does not pay.

6.3.4. UDP-based simulations

Simulations have been run to evaluate the impact of

vertical handovers on the performances of applica-

tions built on top of the UDP protocol. In particular,

RTP sessions have been set up between the MH and

the CH. A CBR application running on the CH sends

packet at a rate sustainable by the capacity of the link

that has the narrower bandwidth (i.e., the GPRS link).

This is to make sure that no packet gets lost due to

congestion in any queue of the traversed domains’

routers. In Figure 5, the total number of lost packets

for each simulation are shown. The graph refers to the

number of packets that have been lost during hand-

overs, both horizontal and vertical. The more the

threshold increases, the less packets are lost. Of

course, the simulation with CS settings gives the

best result (no packet lost), while the one with BG

settings (not shown in the graph) experiences a great

packet loss (more than 8000 packets get lost).

In Figure 7(a,b,c) the measured end-to-end packet

delay is plotted for the simulations with Th¼ 1.1� Sm,

Th¼ 10.0� Sm and the one with bandwidth-greedy

settings have been reported. During the 900 s of
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simulations, the MH switches several times from the

WiFi network to the GPRS. The ongoing CBR session

undergoes frequent packet delay fluctuations (from

0.018 s in the WiFi link to 0.55 in the GPRS link) as

far as the experienced throughput and the RTT are

concerned. In particular, for this specific simulation,

only the end-to-end RTT is affected by the frequent

vertical handovers, given that the transmission rate of

the CBR session does not exceed the GPRS link

capacity. The graphs show that the rate of the packet

delay fluctuations lowers as soon as the threshold

increases. As far as the BG simulation is concerned,

almost no fluctuation is observed, since the packet

delay is almost constantly set to 0.018 s; but of course

a lot of packets are lost during the black-out periods.

The results of the simulation with CS settings (whose

graph is not reported) showed a constant packet delay

almost equal to half the RTT of the GPRS link.

Let us define inter-handover duration, or interval,

as the interval spent by the user within a wireless

access network before the next vertical handover

occurs. In Figure 6 by varying the duration of inter-

handover times we report, respectively the number of

occurrences of such intervals with respect to their

amplitude in seconds. It can be noticed that by com-

paring the simulations, the number of times that the

inter-handover interval is about 10 s, respectively

decreases from 18 for Th¼ 1.1, to 13 for Th¼ 1.4, to

4 for Th¼ 10. Generally, when varying the Th from 1.1

to 1.4, and 10, the occurrences of short inter-handover

intervals tend to diminish while those of longer ones

increase. In the graph, the lower-right points showing

durations of, respectively 300, 393, and 400 s repre-

sent the long, continuous, permanence of the MH in

the GPRS network respectively for each of the three

simulations (see also Figure 7(a) and 7(b)).

6.4. Overall Connection Cost

The previous simulation have been carried out with

the aim of evaluating the impact of vertical handovers

just on the performance of the applications running on

the user terminal. The results have shown that by

varying the handover decision policy the performance

of some applications improves while that of others

might worsen. According to the application actually

running on the user terminal, one could try to find the

optimum policy (i.e., the optimum value for the

threshold Th) to maximize its performance. Obviously,

this strategy would perform the scheduling of the

wireless network, disregarding nonfunctional para-

meters like, for instance, the connection cost charged

by the network operator to the user.

While roaming, the user (or customer) is offered

several wireless accesses by different network opera-

tors. The fee that he will have to pay depends on the

type of contract that he has subscribed (and indirectly,

on the roaming agreements between the providers

whose networks he is going to access) and of course

on the actual usage of the offered connections.

Typically, three different charge models can be

applied to the customers:
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� Flat monthly rate

� Volume based (function of data transmitted)

� Time based (function of the connection time)

In Table I the mostly applied charge models for

some wireless networks are shown.

In order to make some evaluations about the cost of

handovers from the purely monetary point of view, we

pictured different scenarios.

In the first scenario the customer is charged based

on the time spent in the GPRS network, whilst he is

not charged any fee for the use of the WiFi network.

In the second scenario, the customer is charged on a

volume base when accessing the GPRS network,

while the use of the WiFi network is free of charge.

In the third scenario both the GPRS operator and the

WiFi one charge the customer for accessing their

network, but in this case the GPRS’ charge model is

volume based and the WiFi is time based. In the

following, we devise three different formulas for the

computation of the fee to be charged to the customer

in each of the three scenarios and analyze the suit-

ability of the handover policies as related to the

described charge models. In Figure 8 we report the

time spent by the user in the WiFi and in the GPRS

networks, respectively for each of the policies that

controls the handovers. Let us consider the first charge

scenario. In this specific case the customer is not

charged for using the WiFi connection, and therefore

the overall due fee is proportional to the amount of

time that he spends in the GPRS network.

In particular, for a given communication session, let

us define the following cost function:

C ¼ TGPRS � cGPRSðhÞ ð1Þ

where TGPRS is the sum of the permanence intervals

spent by the customer in the GPRS access network

and cGPRS(h) is the fee per unit of time (second) that

the GPRS operator charges to the customer. Equation

(1) represents the monetary cost faced by the customer

for a given communication session. It is worth noti-

cing that cGPRS(h) may vary, depending on the actual

time at which the customer is accessing the GPRS

network (think about some charge models, according

to which the operator charges higher fees to the

customer if he access the network at specific hours

of the day). The term TGPRS strictly depends on both

the user’s movement pattern and the adopted handover

decision’s policy. Given the time that the customer is

accessing the networks (h) and the costs associated

to the usage of each single network (cGPRS(h)), by

adopting a suitable handover decision’s policy (in

this case, by tuning the threshold Th) the willingness

to pay expressed by the customer can be reasonably

satisfied.

However, the adoption of a policy that allows the

customer to save money does not give guarantees that

the performance of the running application sessions

will be preserved. For instance, an handover strategy

with BG settings on one hand might satisfy the

customer from the connection cost point of view, but

will disappoint his expectation of QoS, depending on

the application sessions currently going on: this is

the case of an http session or a Telnet session, whose

performance does not benefit from such a policy (see

Figures 3 and 4). Conversely, a conservative policy

like the CS one will satisfy that customer who is

willing to pay for having its connections as granted as

possible, but might reveal ineffective if, for example, a

long file transfer is currently going on (see Figure 2).

In the second and in the third charge scenarios,

the traffic variable comes into play. Obviously, the

amount of traffic that is being carried, respectively by

the GPRS network and the WiFi network depends on

the handover policy that is applied. In Figures 9 and

10 we report the volume of traffic generated by two of

the applications under investigation of this work (FTP

and Telnet), for three different handover policies

(respectively, the policy with Th¼ 1.1, the CS policy

and the BG policy).

Table I. Charge models for wireless networks.

Wireless networks Charge models

Cellular modems Time based
High speed circuit switched data Time and volume based
GPRS, WCDMA Volume based
Wireless LAN (IR, WiFi) Free of charge

Fig. 8. Time spent by the MH in the GPRS and in the WiFi
network.
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In the second charge scenario the customer pays

according to the volume of the data generated by the

accessed applications and transported by the GPRS

network. In this scenario the following equation can

be used to represent the cost for a given communica-

tion session:

C ¼ VGPRS � cGPRSðKbÞ ð2Þ

where VGPRS is the global data traffic that has been

carried by the GPRS network (expressed in Kb) and

cGPRS is the cost associated to the transport of each Kb

of traffic. This time, the cost is proportional not just to

the time spent in one network or in another, but to the

amount of traffic that has been generated along the

communication session. According to the customer’s

willingness to pay and to the pattern traffic that the

applications may generate, a suitable handover policy

can be chosen to satisfy the customer. For instance,

when starting a Telnet session, one could decide to

benefit of the connection’s preservation provided by

the CS policy, which allows the customer to save

money (a small amount of data packet is generated)

and shows a good performance though (see also

Figure 4). Conversely, a BG policy is to be preferred

if a great amount of data is to be transported (like in

the FTP case).

In the presented scenarios, the handover policies

that the customer more likely will prefer, according to

his willingness to pay, are similar. For instance, in

either of the scenario, for FTP session a BG policy is

to be preferred. But for sure this strategy has to be

revised in the case that congestion may occur in the

WiFi network. In fact, in such case, in both the

scenarios the performance of the application would

undergo a downgrade, but while in the second sce-

nario there will be no impact on the customer’s fee, in

the first scenario the FTP session will take a longer

time to complete, and therefore the customer will cope

with a higher connection cost.

In the third scenario the customer is charged in

either of the networks, but in different ways. For a

given communication session, the connection cost is

given by the following:

C ¼ VGPRS � cGPRSðKbÞ þ TWiFi � cWiFiðsÞ ð3Þ

In this scenario there are several variables that

come into play. Besides the ones introduced in the

previous scenarios, the connection cost for accessing

the WiFi network is to be considered. In particular, the

comparison between the cost per unit of time for the

usage of the WiFi network and the cost per Kb of data

transported in the GPRS network is of particular

relevance. Depending on this comparison, on the

customer’s willingness to pay, and on the traffic

pattern of the applications, once again handover

policies can accordingly be chosen. If for instance

the cost for transporting a Kb of data in the GPRS

network is much lower than that for using the WiFi

network for a unit of time (e.g., a second), then

bandwidth intensive applications (like the FTP) might

be diverted preferably to the GPRS network (CS

policies), even though their performance would be

downgraded. Conversely, if the cost of using the WiFi

network is much lower than that of using the GPRS,

loose interactive applications (like the http) might be

supported by intermittent WiFi connections (BG

policy), which do not guarantee a great performance

(see Figure 3) but make the customer save money

though.

7. Real System Implementation

In this section we describe an actual wireless mobility

framework [2] we designed and implemented in our

Fig. 9. FTP traffic respectively carried by the GPRS and the
WiFi networks.

Fig. 10. Telnet traffic respectively carried by the GPRS and
the WiFi networks.
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University campus, which is spread over a wide

metropolitan area. This is the reference framework

of the future implementation of the user-centric mid-

dleware presented in Section 3.

The aim of the framework in its current implemen-

tation is to let a mobile host, that is a user equipped

with a PDA device, experience real wireless IP mobi-

lity while moving on a large spatial scale, by means of

a middleware that leverages from three main wireless

access technologies: Bluetooth, WiFi, and GPRS. In

our framework, these are managed as a hierarchy of

spatially overlapping access domains. While the user

is on the move, the client-side of the middleware run-

ning on our mobile PDA device triggers smart switch-

ing between the currently best available and more

appropriate wireless access path, based on locally

collected information.

On the other hand, the network-side part of the

middleware manages mobile hosts location paging

and routing-update functions inside the whole campus

area with an approach which extends from the cellular

IP micromobility protocol. We call this approach

‘WiFi bridge’ since it also adds mobile hosts with

the capability to seamlessly travel between disjunct

WiFi access domains inside the campus by means of a

temporary relay onto the GPRS access domain.

We considered as mobile host a PDA device (IPaq

3870) running Linux. Thanks to a WiFi card installed

on it, the device is free to move around into a domain

offering 802.1l b connectivity and mobility support

through our mobility middleware, which extends from

the cellular IP (CIP) micromobility protocol, thus

experiencing service continuity inside or between

spatially contiguous wireless LAN contexts. The

PDA we used is capable also of integrated Bluetooth

[1] connectivity: this will be a key feature in enabling

our mobility framework. In fact, the used PDA device

does not expose any integrated GPRS access interface,

and PDA expansion units featuring both GSM/GPRS

and WiFi radio access interfaces were not yet com-

mercially available at the time of our experimentation.

Thus, we used the PDA integrated Bluetooth interface

to create a personal area network (PPP/BNEP) link to

a separate Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone,which in

turn offered also GSM/GPRS connectivity.

To summarize, when the user brings its PDA out-

side the radio boundaries of a WLAN enabled do-

main, the device middleware will automatically detect

the loss of WiFi connectivity and, as a consequence

it will divert all IP connections to the GPRS access

network. This will be reached by means of the

Bluetooth PAN specifically set-up between the PDA

and the GPRS mobile phone. As a result, a user

carrying both a PDA with some running Internet

applications and a Bluetooth-GPRS enabled cellular

phone in his pocket can seamlessly experience wire-

less IP mobility inside our metropolitan campus area.

The logical scenario which abstracts the physical

context is depicted in Figure 11.

Our mobility middleware extended the original CIP

middleware to allow the MH leverage from the avail-

ability of not just one but two radio access interfaces,

802.11b and GPRS via a Bluetooth link, switching

between them when appropriate in order to always

stay connected. Specifically, the PDA network con-

nections are carried through the GPRS access domain

whenWiFi access is not available, but are carried back

to the WiFi access domain as soon as an available

WiFi access point is detected by the PDA middleware.

The whole software architecture in the MH is de-

picted in Figure 12, showing in dark color the parts

that were written from scratch and in light gray those

other that only needed to be adapted/modified for the

embedded version of the Linux OS. As can be seen,

there is a strict correlation between the CIP and the

Switcher module, which practically extends its basic

functionality (WLAN, intra-domain handover) to al-

low for a new type of handover between heteroge-

neous access networks (inter-domain).

Three types of wireless access are considered:

� IEEE 802.11: This module is the wireless IP inter-

face and drive used to establish a data-link layer

connection between MH and current BS. It is the

only interface actually used by the MH when inside

Fig. 11. Considered system scenario: MHmoves out from its
home domain (A) toward a distant foreign domain (C)
preserving connections to the Internet through GPRS

mean-while (B).
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a CIP domain. No substantial modification has been

introduced in this module.

� GPRS: The MH uses GPRS to access the network

when it is outside a WLAN. The IP packets are

encapsulated into point-to-point data-link frames.

The other PPP endpoint is the GPRS network inter-

face offered by a mobile phone. Likely, the MH and

GPRS mobile phone are physically connected

through a serial RS232 cable.

� Bluetooth: Most of the commercial mobile comput-

ing terminals do not have GPRS interface. On the

contrary, they are expected to offer a Bluetooth

(BT) interface. This can be utilized to connect the

terminal to a GPRS phone with BT card. The basic

network encapsulation protocol (BNEP) function-

ality of the two devices’ BT protocol stack is used

to seamlessly transport IP packets into BT data-link

frames.

8. Conclusion

Several wireless access systems are today available in

most big cities, which are frequently physically over-

lapping, yet belonging to separate administrative

domains. Seamless mobility inside these areas is

already possible but requires vertical handover cap-

abilities at the user terminal.

We proposed a new approach in designing vertical

handover algorithms, which is not aimed at optimiz-

ing resource usage of the two integrated access net-

work from their administrators’ point of view, but

should try to balance, from the end-user point of view,

the overall cost of vertical handovers with the actual

benefits they bring to his actual networking needs.

This approach does not lead to a single optimal

handover decision function. Instead, it poses the

problem to assess the impact of vertical handovers’

scheduling times, as well as their frequency, with

respect to the transport level protocols used by net-

work applications.

In this early work, we set-up an example scenario

involving two of the most common radio access

systems (GPRS and WiFi) and simulated network

traffic of the main application types, being so able to

contrast the handover strategy with its overall impact

on the user’s work session. We currently aim at

extending this set of initial tests with more varied

and even uncommon network scenarios and/or user

mobility patterns, in order to derive more generally

valid data characterizing this correlation. Specific

optimal vertical handover strategies are misleading,

if optimized from a single, network-level, point of

view. It is of primary importance to model a realistic

vertical handover-strategy versus user-satisfaction

function, to be used by each mobile user to auto-

nomously evaluate and apply, from time-to-time, the

handover decision which is more convenient to his

current network needs and actual mobility model.
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